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Everything Affects Everything

Everything is Constantly Changing

We Study Everything. Constantly. 



CivicScience conducts large representative surveys of US 
consumers every day through polling applications embedded in 
the content of a vast, demographically and geographically diverse 
network of partner websites. Respondents answer voluntarily 
without compensation, mitigating the psychographic biases that 
plague prevailing survey panel methods. 

MICROSOFT NEWS POLL

When you are happy with a new product, how likely are
you to tell family / friends about it?

Based on 535,798 responses. Snapshot of real-time results.

Very likely

Somewhat likely

Not at all likely

56%

38%

6%

4 RESULTS4 RESULTS

CIVICSCIENCE SAYS:

People who read political websites and blogs are more
likely to answer Very likely.

BACK MORE!



The most important thing to remember is that consumers – not government – STILL 
have much more to say about our pace of recovery.



Levels of comfort with various activities are almost directly correlated with the 
size of the crowd involved. 



Hope springs eternal…



The economic mood is also pretty good right now – even though things 
dipped a little because of the latest case surge. 



Optimism for the long –term US economy is especially rosy…



No surprise, it has a lot to do with growing consensus that we’re seeing a light 
at the end of the tunnel.



And that has a lot to do with vaccine uptake climbing wonderfully. But the 
number of anti-vaxxers is stubbornly steady. 



For the first time, a larger percentage of Americans say they are better off 
financially since the beginning of the pandemic. Think about that. 



One way this is manifesting itself is in rapidly-increased savings, particularly 
since Christmas. 



But it’s not that simple…



The Many, Two Americas



The pandemic is not impacting all groups equally – not even close. 



The rich are definitely getting richer…



The extent to which the pandemic has disproportionately affected women 
cannot be overstated.



The financial implications are especially bad among women under 35. 



But that’s not even the worst part. The outsized financial impact on working 
moms is staggering.



Even as the older population is being vaccinated at faster rates, younger 
consumers are expecting a faster return to normal.
Even as the older population is being vaccinated at faster rates, younger 
consumers are expecting a faster return to normal.



Lower (or slower) vaccination rates among non-white Americans could shape 
the recovery very differently from a public health and economic standpoint.



Political tribalism continues to be a pervasive force in determining how a recovery 
unfolds for different regions, industries, and brands.  



Political tribalism continues to be a pervasive force in determining how a recovery 
unfolds for different regions, industries, and brands.  



The return of experience spending



% Spent Less vs. % Will Spend More Than During Pandemic
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Have spent less DURING the pandemic Will spend more than DURING the pandemic Will spend more than BEFORE the pandemic

While consumers haven been spending less on all ‘experiences’ during the pandemic, travel, 
dining out, and recreational activities will have the strongest recovery post-pandemic.

~ 6,733 responses among U.S. Adults, weighted by U.S. Adults, between 1/26 - 3/8/21



Over 36% of U.S. adults are eager to attend a musical production –
somewhere – when COVID is finally behind us. 



The “on the fence” theater-goers are the most likely to be cautious about being 
in public spaces, which could delay a return to full capacity.   



The most eager theater-goers are far more likely to report improved financial 
health since the pandemic, which should play into pricing strategy.



But that extra-eager group is also the most likely to say they won’t be getting 
vaccinated. 



The majority of likely or somewhat likely audience members support the idea of 
“vaccine passports” but it’s still a very divisive issue.



The most likely eager theater-goer skews younger.



Social media will play a profound role in influencing potential theater-goers.



Other stuff



Support for locally-owned establishments peaked in the early days of the 
pandemic before settling – only to see a small bump early in 2021.



But this appears to be a primarily non-urban phenomenon – as city dwellers are 
far less likely to prioritize supporting local businesses. 



The allure of remote work is here to stay. 41% of U.S. adults would consider 
taking a pay cut in order to work from anywhere they choose. 



This will be particularly important in the competition for younger workers, 
many of whom would move to a new location if their job allowed it. 



Pent up cash – especially after stimulus checks aimed largely at younger adults – is 
causing a surge in things like sports betting, collectibles, and day-trading. 



Thank You
For any questions, please contact John Dick 
at jdick@civicscience.com


